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William Hoffman, Controller
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April 9,2008

SUBJECT:

Audit Report of the Fire Department Petty Cash Fund

J&$

My office conducted a petty cash fund audit of the Fire Department back on Wednesday, March 12,
2008. Attached is the final audit report for your records.

As was indicated in the draff of the report issued on March 28, there were several findings and
discrepancies that were identified,to indude a shortage in the petty cash of $73.56, at the time of
the count. Additional analysis was performed on the fund transactions, by my examiner. that
identified some questionable amounts from back in the September-October, 2006 timeframe, that
hadn't been reimbursed.Also. C. Vance scrutinized the computer log and all transactions pefonned
during the pericd being audited, and found where a replenishmentamount of $160.00, from 2-9-07,
had not been included in the petty cash fund. She also found a transaction for $34.99, from 9-1106, that had not been reimbursed to herself. With these adjustments, as well as an additional $2.00
being added to the petty cash count that was in the cash box, but was not included with the cash
counted on March 12, the balance of the fund now stands at $400.14.

I commend C. Vance and J. Knecht for taking the time to recQfythe discrepancies and shortage.
They have also issued a revised, up-to-date computer log which will provide better control of the
petty cash fund. Since the findings and recommendations have been addressed since the draft was
issued, no further response to this audit report is necessary.

L. Hilliard
F. Oougherty
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AUDIT REPORT OF PETTY CASH FUNDS
. FOR THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
I performed a surprise petty cash hnd audit of the Fire Department on
Wednesday, March 12,2008, starting at 11:10 a.m. And due to the fire
department personnel having a lunch reservation at 11:30, I had to come
back and continue the audit at 1 :07p.m.
I found that the computer log being kept by C. Vance, had not been updated
- since August, 2007. But there were four separate replenishment cash
envelopes in the cash drawer, with the first one dating back to July 13,2007,
the 2" one dated 8- 14-07, the 3d dated 11-26-07, and the 4" one dated
2-29-08. Each envelope also contained written transactions on the outside of
the envelope, for each voucher processed, with the remaining balance from
that particular replenishment still inside. And for the most part, none of these
transactions appeared in the computer lug, except for some back in the July,
2007 timeframe.
'

C. Vance did indicate that she did not know if the current cash balance tied
to the G/L limit of $400.00,and there was no running balance in the log to
equal that amount. I noticed there were Tnternal Account Reconciliations
performed on the account during the August & September, 2006 timehme,
but this was during the transition of C. Vance takmg L. Hanna's place, who
retired. There was another quarterly reconciliation done for the June-August,
2007 timeframe, but none after that.

The actual cash count of the drawer, aIong with the cash balances in the
envelopes amounted to $326.44, or $73.56 short of the $400.00 limit in the
G/L. C.Vance could not expIain the difference and during the next week I
attempted to fmd the shortage by analyzing all log transactions during 2006
and 2007. I came up with a potential difference in the computer log during
the 9-21-06 to 12-1 8-06 timeframe, when it appeared that nine transactions
had not been accounted for, nor a replenishment requested from Treasury.
These 9 transactions totaled mother $107.08, and would put the current
balance at $433.52, if those vouchers had been processed.
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C. Vance is c m t I y reviewingmy findugs to see if those voucher amounts
were ever actually submitted to Accounts Payable back in the 2006/2007
timeframe. As soon as she confirms if this discrepancy actually occurred, or
finds another possible correction, I can issue the final audit report. She is out
of the oace until April 2,2008.

AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. I recornmend, f i t , that the petty cash envelopes be emptied and the

transactions recorded on the outside of the envelopes be entered into
the computer log, for the periods noted previously. I then recommend
the log be completely updated, to current date, so that a reasonable
ledger cash balance can be determined.
2, I also noticed that several petty cash vouchers reimbursed to Cathy
were not signed and dated by her at the time of the transactions. Two
of them occurred in July & August, 2007, with one for $20.99,dated
July 13,2007, and the other for $10,00 on August 9,2007. I would
suggest the voucher be signed and dated in all cases, at the time the
monies are received.
3. I recommend the internal account reconciliation process be reinitiated
on a monthly basis, so there is a way to tie into the log and ledger

balances.

Lee Haas - Examiner
Controller's Office

